
 

 

 

Action 3:30 project: Teaching assistants.  School  16; TA 1 

 

[Start of recording] 

 

INT: Actually it worked, excellent. How did you feel about participating in the project?  

What have your experiences been? 

 

RES: I was really excited about doing it. It’s something that I had wanted to get my own 

coaching qualifications. When it came up, I thought this could be a good opportunity 

there. 

 

 We enjoyed it. It’s been difficult at times with particularly some children have been 

difficult customers in the lesson, which have been probably the most challenging parts 

of it. The actual overall thing I’ve enjoyed. 

 

INT: When … it sounds … why did you say that? You mentioned the coaching thing. Was 

it your decision or were you approached for it or … 

 

RES: Oh, for this? 

 

INT: Yeah, for the actual … 

 

RES: I’m just trying to remember. My wife knew about it, because [school name] had these 

letters and stuff like that. She’d actually told me about it. It was … I’d actually gone 

to the management and said about, “Oh this thing’s coming up.” I think you guys 

must’ve contacted the school as well anyway. 

 

INT: Yeah, you’re right. 

 

RES: I was asked if it’s something I wanted to do.  

 

INT: Good, so you saw … you got motivated to get … [crosstalk 00:01:13] That’s great. 

 

 How did you find the training course? That’s probably one of the first things you did. 
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RES: Yeah, I really enjoyed that. I wouldn’t have said there was anything I could say bad 

about it. Maybe there wasn’t quite enough in terms of how to … what scenarios to do 

when you’ve got children that are difficult, to what to do. If there’s persistent 

problems, what’s the … what should you do with these kind of children?  

 

 Maybe a bit more training in those kind of areas. Being … working in a school 

already as a TA, you have got an idea of what to do then. Obviously, it’s the action 

3:30 initiative. We were trying to keep it more of an after school club, and how that 

sort of things could have worked maybe a little bit of training in how to do some of 

that stuff would have been, could have been better. 

 

INT: There’s more behavioural problems that could arise? 

 

RES: Yeah, yeah. The sports side of it I never had any worries about anything like that. I’ve 

always enjoyed sport myself. It’s a natural thing really, the teaching side. Yeah, that 

sort of thing’s … at times you‘re like, “What do I do in this situation?” 

 

INT: It sounds like apart from that aspect, what’d you think about the rest of the content of 

the course? Was it good, useful? 

 

RES: Yeah, I thought it was good. The length of the course was maybe a little bit too long. I 

don’t know that if it was that long because they wanted to put a [unclear 00:02:44] in. 

It needed to be over a certain amount of time. By the midway point, kids were really 

starting to drop off.  

 

 Once I’d realized maybe I can look at it and I’d be getting to do the sport I want to do 

all the time. That had a bit of an affect as well. That was quite often the thing coming 

back, “Oh, I just want to do this. Oh, I just want to do this.” 

 

 It’s a multi-schools club. That was an element where the kids are okay with it for a 

while. They got to the point where, “Oh, it’s just not been the sports I want to do.” 

That could have some sort of [crosstalk 00:03:20]. 

 

INT: Some impact on them. 

 

RES: Yeah, possibly having it for an hour as well,  I don’t know if straight off to school. It’s 

a good time for the kids to be out,  to unwind a little bit. Having it an hour long and 
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trying to fit quite a lot into it, we realized fairly early on that you’re trying to cover 

too much stuff. The kids … trying to maybe put too much stuff in. The kids were 

getting a little bit agitated by a lot the changing and [crosstalk 00:03:50]. 

 

INT: … after school [crosstalk 00:03:54]. 

 

RES: If they’re in a bad mood after school, then they take it straight into the club thing. 

 

INT: In terms of the training before, what did you think about the length of that, the 

training sessions? 

 

RES: That was good. We were given a good overview of actually how to do lots of the 

lessons and why we were doing that. I felt quite confident that I knew what I was 

doing going into the club. I was just not in the school. 

 

INT: Did you make it to the mid term booster session?  

 

RES: I don’t think I did; can’t remember. There was some reason why I couldn’t make it. I 

wanted to make it. Yeah, something that my daughter had do with … actually, 

possibly it was we had OFSTED.  I think that’s what it might have been, yeah, yeah. 

 

INT: Were there any challenges that you found from the training course? Was there 

anything that was particularly difficult to take in? 

 

RES: I don’t think so. 

 

INT: Anything that stands out in that? 

 

RES: No, at the time I felt it was all good. 

 

INT: In relation to the training sessions, how did you find managing the time that you had 

to take out for the training? 

 

RES: Yeah, it was fine. The school’s been … it was quite flexible really. It’s easy enough 

just to take time out and just come back and just carry on. Yeah, that was okay. 
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INT: Is there anything, apart from that behavioural aspect of it, is there anything else that 

you think we could do to improve the training? 

 

RES: Possibly when you’re actually doing the training, you’re doing it with adults and 

you’re seeing it from an adult’s perspective. Possibly, I don’t know if there could be 

more of trying to see it from a kid’s perspective. I felt some of the games, you’re 

trying to do this with year five and six children. You’re like, “This is kind of maybe 

not aimed at the right sort of age group.”  

 

 I don’t know if that would come under the same question really. Yeah, maybe trying 

another sort of ... 

 

INT: In that sense, is there anything particular from some of the sessions that you can think 

actually that probably isn’t that age-appropriate; anything which stands out? 

 

RES: Just trying to remember now. It’s difficult to remember the specific thing [crosstalk 

00:06:16] … that general feeling of, “I’m not sure about this. Wonder what when you 

do it.” The kids are like, “Oh, I don’t want to do that.”  

 

 There’s some kind of things that when you’re doing the training as adults, you find it 

fun. It’s not the sort of thing you’d normally do. Then, actually just because you find 

the fun as an adult doesn’t mean the children will find it fun. 

 

INT: Yeah, I can imagine that. 

 

RES: That’s sometimes what we came across.  

 

INT: Maybe some consideration of the actual things that we might be testing on the 

children first to see what’s popular. Thank you, great. 

 

 How effective and useful did you find the training manual, this one? 

 

RES: Yeah? Do you mean this stuff, previous really to the actual lesson plans? 

 

INT: I presume that this was used in … during the training, was it? 
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RES: Yeah, during the training, yeah. That was all good. What I found, yeah we were given 

some sort of homework to do for it. I did feel that it was … it took a lot longer than it 

said it should have taken.  That was a general feeling. I did feel a little bit like I could 

see why you’re doing this but is this specific to why we’re doing this as TAs? 

 

  Some of the stuff we had to research, I think it was just a little bit too much of it. We 

had to do a double-sided thing looking into sports organizations and all that, how they 

gain their grants and things like that.  

 

 It’s like, “Okay, fair enough.” It was two pages worth. Actually, to try and find it all 

was very time consuming. I feel like I’m someone that’s quite good on the Internet, 

and quite quick. Even for myself, I found that maybe that’s a little bit too long.  

 

 All of this stuff, I … yeah, I found it all good. I ended up taking notes myself. I find 

that easier a lot when I’m being taught something to actually just write stuff as well. 

Yeah, it’s all pretty appropriate really, and interesting, yeah. 

 

INT: Did you use it much afterwards? Was it generally just for the training and then … 

 

RES: Personally, yeah mostly just for the training. I might have looked back once or twice, 

but not a great deal once we’d actually started doing it [crosstalk 00:08:32].  

 

INT: How were you towards … with the leader’s manual? 

 

RES: The leader’s manual was good. The way it was all laid out was very easy to 

understand. I’ve said before this maybe just a little bit too much to try and get 

through. I could see when we were doing the training why we’re trying to do it in 

quick bursts and things like that. 

 

 When you’re then trying to do it with the kids, just part of the fact that they know you, 

they know who you are there’s almost an element of being less attentive. When it’s a 

coach coming in from somewhere else, I get the feeling of, “That’s a new person. I 

need to do, you know, what I’m told. I need to quickly move one thing to another 

because they’re telling me to.” To try and get through it all, it was just … it was a bit 

too much really. 
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 Yeah, the layout was good, having all the information about what you needed for 

lesson was good. 

 

INT: I know you guys didn’t necessarily skip to the orders. Did you use it for the majority 

of the sessions or … 

 

RES: Yeah, we used it for most of the sessions. We did go backwards and forwards a little 

bit depending on what space was available, what the weather was like. We covered 

most of that. There was a couple of occasions where we may have adapted it slightly. 

The kids, they … you could just tell not in a mood for it. You’re right. We’re just 

going to ... 

 

INT: Do something else. 

 

RES: … do something that they’ve already enjoyed before or we’re just going to adapt it a 

little bit. 

INT: Did you find that there certain particular things that they enjoyed the most? That was 

what they wanted to do a lot of the time? 

 

RES: There was a particular sort of … some of the warm-up games they really liked. 

Always favourites like the tunnel ball, playing dodge ball kind of games. 

 

 I’m trying to remember if there was one called Pac Man possibly in there. I can’t 

remember if that was one we made it up or if it was in there. They really enjoyed that, 

just using the playground lines and having people that are red, in a common “It” 

game, following the lines. That was probably their favourite I would have said, one 

that they most come back to. 

 

INT: That’s good to know that some of them … because that is obviously going to happen I 

think, when you’ve got so many different activities, they’re going to be favourites 

there. 

 

 The aim of the project was to make, to rate the children and use the Action 330 

philosophy. What did you think about the philosophy part in Action 330? 

 

RES: I thought it was good. I’m just trying to think. Because it went on for so long, the kids 

… it felt like it was dragging on. As time went on, it slipped away from what it’s 
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about to, “Oh, we just want to do this game or we just want to do that game.” It came 

away from being so much of this is the Action 330 Club. This is what we’re doing to 

more of, “We just want to do this game, or we just want to do that game.” 

 

 It was a lot harder … it’s quite hard saying, “Okay, today we’re going be doing this.” 

It was like, “Oh, no!” Just because of the sheer length of it, it was  just like, “Oh, 

saying different again.” 

 

INT: It’s a bit too … there may be too many sessions, or too long a period. 

 

 How did you find … did you use the motivation techniques? How did you find these? 

Were they useful, or …? 

 

RES: I’m just trying to think whatever they were now.  

 

INT: Actually, probably in here I would have thought. I’m not actually aware myself. It’s 

encouraging children rather than … I don’t see them in here [low volume]. 

RES: That’s something that we both try to do, try to motivate them; trying to encourage 

them to have a go and things like that. Our general approach was like that rather than 

just say, “Oh, I you need to do it.” 

 

INT: It’s a bit of supporting rather than … 

 

RES: The numbers as I said like …  seem to drop off quite a bit. It went into almost like you 

had particular kids that were coming. They had their own little … which is really 

good that they had their … the kids that were left had really quite good, strong 

friendships.  

 

 It wasn’t a great deal of boys that were left at the end. The girls, there was quite a big 

group of year six girls. They seemed to really enjoy the coming together and the 

chatting before and they’re doing stuff in their little groups. That was good. 

 

INT: It’s nice to see I suppose. That’s great.  In regards to equipment, was there enough 

equipment to cover all the sessions would you say? 

 

RES: I think so, generally, yeah. I found the equipment that we got given was all pretty 

good. It was fully on that. 
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INT: Did you have exclusive access or was it shared with …. 

 

RES: I tried to keep it separate really. That worked, yeah, it worked for the most part. Some 

of the equipment like the tennis racquets, the ones that have got the square holes in 

them … 

 

INT: Yeah, those elastic ones. 

 

RES: Yeah, like a real kids’ one, using things like that, the kids were just like, “What are 

these? We don’t want to use these” They were quite good for actually what we were 

trying to do. From their perspective, year five or year six, “We want to use a proper 

tennis racquet.” Particularly maybe that … those … that equipment, the kids weren’t 

interested. 

 

INT: Weren’t interested in. 

 

RES: Yeah, it might have been like what’s the point in buying it. 

 

INT: There may be some thinking to do in actually the age appropriateness. 

 

RES: I actually want to feel like, “We’re year five, and we’re year six. We’re not using 

kiddie kind of stuff.” 

 

INT: Yeah, okay, great. Now that you’ve did the club, what do you think worked well with 

the project? Is there anything that stands out that was particularly you think? 

 

RES: Yeah, in the early stages, it went well, worked well. There was quite a good morale 

about the whole thing. The sessions were good. There were particular sessions that 

were really good. You could tell by the end of the lesson, “Oh that went really well. 

The kids really enjoyed that.”  

 

 There was elements  and sessions where it just went really well. Obviously, the flip 

side of that was the sessions where it was just like, “Oh, they’ve just not enjoyed this, 

and hope we’re not putting them off.” 
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 That’s how you felt as it was going on. It was like some of these kids just … they 

don’t want to be here. You don’t want to put them off in a way. “Oh, well you need to 

be here ‘cause you’re in the Action 330 Club.” Actually, they were like, “Oh, I don’t 

want to do it.”  

 

 It’s difficult trying to get that balance of motivating the; then, if they’re really not 

interested, not putting them off. “I’m sick of sport. Forty weeks long; I’m kind of sick 

of doing this now.” 

 

INT: That makes sense. The next question is leading on to the attendance and stuff. 

 

 It sounds like the duration and frequency possibly had some effect on the attendance. 

Would you say that? 

 

RES: Yeah, even once a week would have been fine. Kids in general … quite a lot of the 

kids that we had come along had other stuff that they were still doing. That’s one 

other thing that could have been maybe changed;  was actually involving the TAs 

beforehand in the actual process of thinking about what kids it would be good to get 

to do it. 

 

 You feel like, “Oh, there’s some kids. It would be so good if we could have had that 

kid join in.” Just knowing the kids and knowing that actually that kid, I know that 

kid’s … he doesn’t get any exercise. He doesn’t eat very well. It would be great to try 

and encourage him to come and join and do some sport, try to help that particular 

child to make some more friends. 

 

INT: Involving you guys in the recruitment aspects …  

 

RES: Yeah, yeah, I can see why you want to maybe have people come in that don’t know 

the kids. There’s also that flip side of sometimes it would help say, “Well, that one, 

that one, and that one would be really good to have them.” It would be up to you 

guys, the rest.  

 

INT: That makes sense. That’s a really good idea. That’s something that yeah, we want to 

boost the attendance and try and retain those kids. If there are kids that probably 

would help with that sort of thing then. 
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RES: The once a week would probably work better. Even a day for 40 weeks as well is 

probably a little bit too long. Most clubs will run for a time maybe, don’t they? Then 

we’ll have a time off, go somewhere else and then come back or whatever. 

 

INT: It’s 40 weeks is a long … it’s a every school week thing. 

 

RES: It’s been pretty much from January up ‘til now. We’re leading to July really. It is … 

it’s a long time. 

 

INT: It is a long time. Do you think the SATs had any influence on the attendance? 

 

RES: I don’t think so. By the time the SATs were coming around we’d already lost a fair 

amount of children. Again, going back to the thing of what kids to have involved in it, 

there was a few children that knowing the children and knowing their effect on the 

children around them, if they hadn’t been involved from the start, some of the other 

children that dropped out may not have dropped out. 

 

 Somewhere year fives are quite sensitive kids. I’ve got … it’s a group of girls that 

were in it at the start and then dropped out fairly quickly. There’s a particular boy in 

year six, he’s that typical kid, got a bit of chip on their shoulder, and let’s everyone 

know about it, and really … he kicks off.  

 

 Morale, you’re trying to sort issues out, trying to put on a fun lesson. “You know 

what, if that child wasn’t in the club, it could have looked different.” 

 

INT: Yeah, it can make a big difference. 

RES: I’m not saying … just cut out all the bad kids. There are particular kids you’d just 

like, “You know what? Don’t have to have that kid in.” 

 

INT: Yeah, it makes sense.  

 

 Do think the actual feedback has had any impact on the children who signed up to 

take part? 

 

RES: Yeah, I would say there’s some kids that are maybe a bit … be a bit more surprised 

that they’ve stayed to the end. Actually to see them stay to the end has been really 
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good and positive. It’s all I wouldn’t have said necessarily beforehand. They might be 

particularly sporty. Yeah, I think it’s had a good effect on those kids, yeah. 

 

INT: Do you think it would have affected their physical activity levels at all? 

 

RES: It would be … yeah, possibly, yeah. I don’t know how much they would then take this 

back home and necessarily be doing it. There’s one boy at least I could think of the … 

if he hadn’t been doing this, I’m not aware of him doing any other sports club, 

anything like that. He doesn’t come across to me like the kind of kid that would be at 

home playing football. 

 

 I don’t know if that would mean that he would go back home now and think, “Oh, I 

want to be more active.” Possibly. For the time he’s been doing, it’s been good to see 

him be more active really. 

 

INT: That sounds good.  

 

 In terms of the social aspects of … do you think there’s been any benefits for the 

children taking part in terms of their social life? Will there be friendship groups and 

things like that? 

 

RES: Yeah, possibly. It’s quite hard to say really, because we had by halfway point quite a 

lot already dropped off. You’re then looking at just more like ten kids on a regular 

basis. It seems particularly of year six girls they got this … quite a close-knit group in 

the end, which is quite nice to see. 

 

 It was just a handful of boys leftover at the end who I felt a bit sorry for. They’re 

thinking, “Oh, I need to come along to this thing.” If one of them wouldn’t come, and 

if they were left on their own, or there might have been two of them. It was like two 

boys, six or seven girls. You then trying to do games. They end just wanting to be 

together. The girls would be together. The boys are, “I don’t want to be with the girls” 

They’re like, “We don’t want them to our team.” It’s like (laughs). It can make it a bit 

difficult. 

 

INT: Yeah, I can imagine that was a bit of a tough one.  Has it had any effect on your 

relationship with the children? 
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RES: I think it’s strengthens and made quite a few new friendships really. I’ve never 

worked with the year six class that were doing it all the way through. I’ve managed to 

not be in their year group. It’s good to get to know quite a few of them.  

 

 Yeah, the boys that were left in the club, I knew in my class anyway. Yeah, it’s 

probably strengthed those relationships as well. 

 

INT: Great. It was quite positive in that sense then? 

 

 Is there anything that you feel didn’t work well with the project? 

 

RES: Just the things we said really. Maybe just the length of it may be just tying it all down 

in all areas really.  

 

INT: Impacting it slightly more than necessary impacting it. 

 

RES: Yeah, maybe just reassessing a little bit, thinking a bit more from a child’s 

perspective, some of the sessions, and thinking is this age appropriate. I wouldn’t … 

it’s hard to say. I should have made a bit more of a note. I just feel like sometimes 

there’s a few lessons, or a few warm-up things like that. You’re just thinking, “This 

isn’t age appropriate or what.”  

 

 You do it and they’re like, “I don’t want to do this. I don’t want to be doing this.” 

There’s such a variety of stuff in there. You’re going to … you’re going to come up 

with things like that. 

   

INT: Were there any negative effects that the project  had on the school? 

 

RES: No, I don’t think so. Everyone that’s been involved in it has been fine. They enjoyed 

it. It’s not caused any problems trying to share playgrounds or share halls, anything 

like that. If I was to have done this again, I would have tried to have got a little off the 

main hall, or tried to do it on another day that would have meant that we could have 

used the hall more.  

 

 Particularly when it was in the winter, we ended up using the smaller hall, which 

actually … for some sports it’s just not … it wasn’t really big enough. The ceiling’s 

not high enough. I probably would have thought about that a little bit more. 
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INT: Yeah, from your perspective, it’s much better to know when … what’s available and 

when. 

 

 When we talked briefly about the behaviour of the kids, how would you say it was a 

rule, the behaviour of the children of course? 

 

RES: It could go up and down quite a lot really from week to week. I would say average 

maybe. There was particular children that was really unacceptable really. One of the 

boys … it was probably around about the halfway mark or a little bit before, basically 

talked to him quite a few times and said, “This is what … you know, this is what we 

need from you.” and trying to let him voice what issues were. It just really just 

couldn’t handle the fact that his motor skills … we’re not going to do football every 

week. 

 

 Yeah, there was … there was a girl in year six as well, who was particularly hard 

work. On quite a few occasions, you’re having to leave the club. One you’s having to 

leave and follow this kid around and try and make sure that, “Okay”, that did make 

things quite interesting. 

 

 The behaviour probably … you had these moments where you just … they’re just not 

doing what we’re asking them to do.  You get in this … the girls are going to the boys 

and … the thing really of having those particular kids in there can hide things and just 

mean you’ve just got more arguments happening. Whereas if, some of those particular 

children … if you’re thinking about beforehand weren’t in there. That could’ve made 

the club run smoother. 

 

INT: That makes sense. 

 

 Did you have any particular strategies for that aspect, the behaviour management 

stuff? 

 

RES: When we could, we would try and take the kids aside and try talk with them. If 

something really kicked off, one of us would go and try and sort it out. The other one 

would then try and carry the club on. 
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 Sometimes you’ve got … you’re dealing with the kid that’s gone off. Then, you’ve 

got the kid left behind who’s been in the argument; those scenarios, which happened a 

fair amount with those particular children … did make it be difficult really. 

 

INT: Do think there’s anything that the Action 330 team could have done to help with the 

behaviour side of this stuff? 

 

RES: Maybe a little bit more training on what to do. If there was some real specific … 

“This is the protocol. This is what you need to do.” I don’t feel like I came away from 

the training thinking I had in my mind exactly what I needed to do. Yeah, maybe just 

a little bit more. 

 

INT: More [crosstalk 00:26:35]. 

 

RES: I don’t know if there needs to be more of a … when a kid’s been told about what the 

trouble’s about and what needs to happen, a bit more emphasis on this sort of the 

discipline, on the participating side of things. Even before they’re even saying they’re 

going to do it, trying to have some sort of assessment on how these kids are in general 

before. 

 

 I don’t know if it’s something you talk to the teacher’s about. I don’t know what their 

studies … how the study’s set out. Are these meant to be? You need to have children 

of all walks of life, or if it’s based more on the fitness side of things and what children 

you have to include or part of that. 

 

INT: This project, it’s a pilot study. So it’s run, so that’s the difficulty. It’s going to be 

completely random. Yeah, I agree with you. That would obviously help, and then with 

some more training in that maybe at the beginning. 

 

 How has participating in the Action 330 had an impact on you whether it be your 

knowledge or skills or anything like that? Do you think it’s had any effect? 

 

RES: Yeah, it’s helped me to develop my approach on how to teach and how to teach 

sports, how to think on the spot, how to be able to think, “All right, I need to quickly 

like change this” or adapt to a lot of emphasis on being able to adapt things. That’s a 

good element that I’ve learned ... that sort of actions. 
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 Before I’d done the training, I wanted to do sports coaching qualifications, thinking is 

this an area I want to get in to? After doing this club, it’s made me possibly slightly 

more apprehensive. I don’t know if that’s partly because it’s an after-school club 

where it’s … it is multi schools. It’s such a variety and whether or not actually if I 

were to do it, I’d want to do something a bit more specific.  

 

 The kids that are coming to this are coming because they want to do football. They’re 

coming to do football. It’s possibly helped me to think about what it is that I want to 

do if I did more qualifications. 

 

INT: That’s great. It gets you into the scene at least, giving you something to think about in 

that sense. That’s good.  What was your experience like working with another TA? 

 

RES: It was good. Before we were doing it, obviously we were both coming to it, new to it. 

As it all pans out, it’s almost this feeling of one of us has got to step up here a little 

bit. I’m not … I don’t know if [TA name]’s felt a bit like I’ve, you know, taken over 

at all or anything like that. 

 

 Yeah, when you’re actually trying it to do, sometimes you just need to like this what 

we’re doing? Without having this thing of, “Well, so I’m going to …. I’m going to 

kind of lead it. But, you know, you join in as well.” I think that was an element where 

you just, “Well, I’m just going to” … do you know what I mean? You’ve just got to 

stand up sometimes a little bit. 

 

 It’s good to have the second person there. Sometimes there is that leader … it’s just 

like, “Oh, I’m just going to have to do it.”, lead it a little bit here. 

 

 Yeah, I do. I felt a little like sometimes some of the discipline thing, I’ve worked in 

schools a bit longer than what [TA name] had. Obviously being quite a bit older that 

what she is, I felt like she wasn’t joining in a lot in terms of helping to try and make it 

run smoothly, or like, “I’m just going to jump in here. You know, you look like 

you’ve been a bout of order.” It ended up me being a bit more control and having to 

do lots of discipline things.  

 

 The flip side of that is then you’ve got this bad cop/good cop kind of thing. The kids 

can see you a bit as, “Are just discipline me, and she’s not or …” Some of those, 

sometimes it’s a bit like, “You need to like jump in here a little bit, you know. 
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Actually, you’re being quite disrespectful at the moment to [TA name] for, to [TA 

name].” I noticed this thing of like, “Why aren’t you … why aren’t you joining in 

here?” We’re supposed to be running this. You’ve got kids that are really mouthing 

off.  

 

 It’s like, “If you’d just stood up and said actually, yeah you are being quite 

disrespectful.” I’d be like, okay so it’s not just him thinking that. 

 

INT: A bit one-sided in that sense. 

 

RES: Sometimes it just … like that. 

 

INT: Do you think that … when the sessions when you weren’t there, how do think in 

terms of the discipline and stuff, so you think there wasn’t very much discipline or …. 

 

RES: What, if I wasn’t there? 

 

INT: Yeah. 

 

RES: I’m not so sure really. I can imagine it might have been less disciplined. [TA name]’s 

quite softly spoken. She’s absolutely lovely, but she’s very softly spoken. Sometimes 

you need to just speak up a little bit and so the kids know … it’s partly so the kids can 

hear your voice. You know what to do and things like that. 

 

 I’m not … I really enjoyed working with her. She’s really sweet, just those couple of 

things. 

 

INT: Yeah, that makes sense. 

 

 How were the visits for the Action 330 staff, when I came? Was that okay? Were we a 

bit of a pain or … 

 

RES: No, no. It was absolutely fine. Yeah, my appointments are there.  

 

INT: Do you think it affected the club at all? 

 

RES: No, I don’t think so. 
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INT: Did the kids find it a hassle filling out anything or … 

 

RES: I think, yeah, by the end of it … “You have to … I suppose. Because you’re trying to 

get information about how it’s been … I don’t know if it’s just particularly on that 

session or if it’s the last three sessions or whatever. I suppose that’s the time you have 

to do it. Some of the kids, they are a bit like, “Oh, I can’t do this now or…” They 

need to particularly get off because a parent’s there and needs to take them off to 

something. Sometimes, it … could affect that a little bit. 

 

INT: Do you think it would help if they had known beforehand whether … I don’t know if 

they know when we’re coming? 

 

RES: Yes, we generally knew when you guys were coming. I don’t think it’s a lot of 

communication with them to say, “You’re going to be doing this after the session.” 

Maybe that’s something that could have [crosstalk 00:33:16] could have done. 

 

INT: In terms of the project as a whole, how do you think that we could possibly improve 

in terms of recruiting children so … you mentioned that it would have been really 

useful to have had that … that foresight of these kids might not necessarily be great. 

Is there anything else that you think we could have done to improve recruitment if we 

were to do it again? 

 

RES: It’s like I just said if it’s got to be a  very open study, that’s a difficult one. You can’t 

just not have kids that a lot are a problem. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t look at this 

and think, “Any kid that’s going to kick off, you can’t have in the club.”  

 

 There’s still those one or two kids in the school you just like … you’re just waiting for 

them to kick off and to cause problems. Knowing that the other kids are in a bit of 

fear of them because of the kind of kids they are. It’s a shame for those other kids 

because actually, that kid’s … the particular back or whatever. It could be really good 

for them but they’re not in it.  

 

 It could be really good for 10 other kids. It’s that … trying to weigh it up. 

 

INT: Do you think that you could have much influence in encouraging the kids to take part 

if it would happen again? 
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RES: Yeah, I could have maybe come alongside the ones that were not coming so much. 

Yeah, maybe, and try to encourage them a little bit more.  Maybe I didn’t because I 

… again just that maybe comes down to the training, knowing exactly what we’re 

supposed to be doing. Are we supposed to be trying to get them to come along 

because we’re saying that right to them, “Oh, you need to come along. Come on, we 

really have fun.” Is that actually for study, is important to see that, it’s not worked 

because … of what’s been going on in the lessons, or because of the sessions.  

 

 Actually, is that affecting things … we’re just getting them to come when actually 

they don’t want to come. If that’s … if that affects the study or not. 

 

INT: [Crosstalk 00:35:25] more information on actually what … if this if you need … 

 

RES: Scenarios, yeah. 

 

INT: … to know what to do, yeah. 

 

RES: It may [crosstalk 00:35:32]. It’s just one of those things. It’s not … it wasn’t 

imprinted in my mind, “Oh, I need to be doing this.” Maybe a little bit more on that. 

 

INT: What you’re saying makes sense in terms of do we want you to encourage the kids to 

come if they don’t want to come. Then, the outcome doesn’t really show the truth, 

yeah.  

 

RES: Yeah, that’s what I’ve … yeah. 

 

INT: I agree.  

  

 Do you think there’s anything you could have done to improve the data collection 

aspect of it? When we came out and collected the data is there anything you think we 

could have done differently? 

 

RES: I don’t think so. Again, I did see this one particular kid that was a problem in the 

sessions, who even when he had … was given the [belt 00:36:17] at the start, this is 

before I even knew what was going with these belts, I hadn’t even been told what was 
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happening. That was a first thing, seeing these kids with belts on.  “What are the belts 

for?” 

 

 They’re like, “It’s actually a free [unclear 00:36:27].” I’m, “Oh, okay.” I didn’t see it. 

This kid he’s taking this belt off. He’s like, “I don’t want to wear it. I’m playing 

football.” So he’s just taking it off. It’s like, “Oh.”  

 

INT: You may be thinking about that sort of things. Encourage them to keep them on. 

 

 That’s actually all the questions. Is there anything that you wanted … or you think we 

haven’t discussed that was important? 

 

RES: Don’t think so. You asked me …. 

 

INT: Anything that you want to ask me? Don’t know if you had a chance for it. 

 

RES: Will we be finding out any information about how the study’s gone and … what 

you’ve learned from it? 

 

INT: Yeah, definitely. It takes quite a while to get everything written up. Obviously with … 

I believe these guys are doing another measure probably with the kids in six months 

maybe. I’m not sure when the … I could be wrong. 

 

 Yeah, we’ll definitely try and get you some feedback to the schools. I’m not sure what 

they doing with the physical activity data from the belts. 

 

 I know that he study I’ve worked on, we provide some feedback. I suspect they’ll 

probably do the same just for the kids and then for yourselves to have a look at the 

activity. 

 

 Once the study’s over we’d like to get some papers published. We’ll definitely keep 

you guys in the loop. 

 

RES: Just to let you know okay, what’s happened … has it helped? Did the kids get any 

fitter or … 

 

 I don’t really know exactly what information was taken with the belts.  
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INT: … the minutes, yeah, yeah. 

 

RES: … what it was trying to be sort of looked at there. 

 

INT: I‘m not sure. I haven’t actually seen the questionnaires that those guys get the kids to 

fill out.  It could be screened during related stuff I would have thought possibly.  The 

belts themselves always … they just do physical activity. They work on … like an 

iPhone in terms of the up and down movements. 

 You can work out how much time they spent sitting down, how much time they’re in 

the light activity, just moving about, and then moderate to vigorous. 

 

 Yeah, the questionnaires … I, to be honest haven’t got, I haven’t seen their 

questionnaire. I can’t say. They will … you will get some feedback whether it be in 

the next six months, I can’t say. 

 

RES: I do remember in one session, this girl, [child name] has been one of the girls that 

we’ve had more on-going things with, I remember her going, that’s it, I’m just I’m 

just going to put um, negative or whatever for all the feedback. Because you know I 

… I hate you or it’s kind of stuff, it’s like … It’s out of order. Actually, you’re the 

one being out of order on this.” 

 

INT: You got the only one there, I can imagine. Great, thanks so much for your time. 

[End of Recording] 


